
 

 

 

Our trip 

It has been a really fruitful trip. Me and Kin Man, our Assistant Principal flew to New York on 

Sunday morning with 30 other participants from various schools. We belonged to Team A where 

Team B of another 15 educators were on a later flight.  It was my first time to New York. Whilst I 

was hoping to see skyscrapers, I was welcomed by a bunch of lovely little cumulus clouds dangling 

in the sky when the plane started to touch down! How inviting!  

When we reached the hotel in Long Island where the 

conference was, it was late evening. It was then that I 

realized that Long Island was a residential area which was 

dotted with Fall colors instead of high rise buildings! Quite 

a pleasant surprise!  

What followed in the week was quite of colors too! We 

visited four schools, all different in a way or the other and 

had a four day conference. During the conference, we had 

to have poster sessions and break- out sessions to present our school to visitors from the States and 

Hong Kong.  It was quite an experience and as one of the speakers said,  

We grow because we are enabled to grow out of our comfort zone! 

Risk and challenge are the ingredients of learning! 

The trip therefore has certainly been one of the great learning trips for me!  
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School visits 

COMMACK HIGH SCHOOL 

We were warmly welcomed by the teachers and a jazz band when we arrived the school, which 

surely drove the chill away! Big reception at the entrance and whichever classroom you went in, 

there would be kids waiting to tell you the niche of the class/ subject. All the students were so 

proud of their school!  

  

 

This school drew so much resemblance to our school as they believe that ‘everybody is a star ‘and 

they adopted philosophy similar to our Formative instructional Practice.  

They have a long list of elective course offerings ranging from global history on film, smart robotics 

to banking internship and even wildlife & nature internship. There must be something for you, no 

matter what your interest is!  

We were also impressed by all the school display including the poster boards done by students for 

their various projects. Something our school could start doing! In the homerooms, learning targets 

were everywhere including those for campus TV episodes!  Their campus TV program played a key 

role in academic and character development, not to say global citizenship. Each day, there would 

be morning announcement done by the campus TV team and some of the programs were linked 

with the media production electives in the school.  

Their school newspaper was a very comprehensive one, allowing students, teachers and other 

stakeholders to make their voices.  
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EAST PORT SOUTH MANOR SECONDARY SCHOOL 

“The Eastport- South Manor Central School District will promote and sustain an educational system 

which is dedicated to academic excellence and the fulfillment of each individual student’s potential. “- 

mission statement of ESM 

 

Just looking at the mission statement of the school, 

we could tell that the school honors individual 

progress and personal development. They called 

themselves ‘Students achieving individualized 

learning academy’. They even have departments 

taking care of students needing credit recover, 

students with IEP’s, students experiencing school 

related anxiety/phobia and students who have 

difficulty conforming to regular day school.  In order 

to enhance a positive atmosphere, they 

implemented a ‘positive behavior intervention support system’. 

 

They focus on the positives, encouraging students 

and parents to write cards to teachers and each 

other. To stretch students, they encourage 

students to take challenges. They constantly ask 

students what they would do with the 

information they have and how they could apply 

into life experience and set challenges. Some 

science students have succeeded in designing fish 

ponds in the campus with water filtering systems 

they designed. 
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As a team building and leadership training, they also set challenges for students in the form of 

adventure education. Students, in teams have to take challenges, like getting on a boat and keeping 

it float as though it is a balance in life. Students were offered choices for the challenges as well, the 

types and levels.  

 
 

 
 

 

The school has an impressive theatre in which they stage performances and musicals. Performing 

arts education in the school has nurtured many students for Broadway.  
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ROCKY POINT MIDDLE SCHOOL 

Excellence, Tradition and Pride 

I thought I was the Chinese President when I arrived the school. Nearly 1/3 of the students came 

out at the entrance and waved ‘welcome’ signs to us. They prepared a huge breakfast reception in 

their library and fed us with food of all sorts of choices. Most important was that most of the food 

was made by the teachers at home! They did the pastries and baking before we came and some did 

that at home. What else could be more inviting than that! Wherever we went, we met smiles and 

nods and some students even came up with selfies! All rooms were stationed with student 

representatives who did their best to brief us on the teacher and the class and the subjects! We 

were just flattered by the great hospitality!  
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Besides, this school impressed me with the multifaceted ‘guides’ and ‘pride’. They have curriculum 

guide, club and activity guide and even communication Guide. There are tons of programs to let 

you know that the school really caters for diverse needs. 
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ICARE program (individual comprehensive academic response for excellence) is an opportunity for 

students who have specific skill deficits to receive direct short-term instruction to close his/ her 

academic gap toward attaining grade-level performance. Participants will be identified through a 

collaborative review by classroom teachers, counsellors and administrators and students in the 

program will receive targeted instruction in respect of the identified need.  

IEP, Individualized Education plan is issued to each child who receives special education and 

related services. All personnel would work together to ensure that students are receiving the proper 

educational resources in their learning environment.  

There are other awards and program which are geared at personal development, like Rachel’s 

challenge which is to promote kindness and compassion throughout the school and character 

education student of the month.  
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The most beautiful program is the Rocky 

point pride scheme. Students would be 

awarded with points under the categories of 

Participation, respect, integrity, diversity 

and excellence. In the end, they could 

redeem prizes with the tickets they earned. 

Guess what, the most popular prize is not 

cookie or anything materialistic. It’s to pick 

music to be played on loud speaker for 

teachers and students! Isn’t that sweet!  
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LITTLE FLOWER SCHOOL 

‘Every child you pass in the hallway has a story that needs to be heard. Maybe we are the ones meant 

to hear it’- Bethany Hill 

Little Flower school is a school that deliver services and programs to improve the lives of children 

with special needs. The campus even has a residential treatment center which helps people to heal 

and is guided by the understanding that the young people might have experienced multiple 

traumas which influence their behaviors. 

The school adopted a behavior management and growth system, having lots of tools for therapeutic 

crisis intervention, positive behavioral interventions and supports, behavior management through 

adventure, restorative practices and sanctuary model.  

We were not allowed to take any photographs but we were led to various classes where we 

witnessed how the teachers helped the students to gain knowledge or even social skills despite all 

odds. Lots of aids were used, amongst which love and passion was for sure the strongest.  

One of those accompanying us throughout the tour was an ex-student who kept telling us how she 

revamped her life and gained her self-esteem throughout her two years’ stay in the campus.  

All participants from Hong Kong were even invited to join an adventure training where the games 

and activities led us to build relationships and trust.  

A bit sobering at the end of the visit as we could see the suffering that the students were 

experiencing but we were glad to see that they are lucky enough to be now in good hands.  
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This was the instruction given to students during a Maths class.  
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Conference 

Pre- conference sessions 21/10/2015 

APPLYING IE IN CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS, BY JIM MAHONEY 

The conference started on 21/10 with pre conference talks. I attended the one by Jim and his 

colleagues. Basically, it’s about sustaining an inviting stance in times of disagreement and conflict. 

First, one needs to know your own mindset as well as the others in the group. The speaker 

introduced a set of questionnaire for us to assess our own mindset type. 

Then we should recognize our Adaptive mindset, and be aware of our various mindsets.  

We have to keep asking ourselves:  

Is your mindset engaging?  

Is your mindset intentionally inviting?  

Is your mindset disengaging? 

Is your mindset intentionally or unintentionally disinviting?  

Be constructive- sustain an engaging and intentionally inviting stance. 

We should try to make our experiences developmental by reconciling the dilemma between 

‘challenging’ and ‘growing/developing’; ‘inviting environment’ and ‘out of comfort Zone’. 

Choices to make:  

Do we make the disinviting experience inviting?  

Do we try to convince the person it will be good for them (Try it, you’ll like it’)?  

Do we make the experience worthwhile in the end (outcome) and worry less about how they feel/react 

up front? (It only happens if you have a reputation of trust, respect, optimism, intentionality- you are 

known for not giving in and you continue to move forward) – Then the person will engage and learn.  

Recommendation: 

Help the individual see the connection between the challenging experience and their growth (what’s in 

it for them) 

Help the individual gain lessons learned (via good coaching questions) - What worked for you and 

what didn’t? Why? What bad habits did you fall back on? IF you could do it over again, what would 

you do differently?  
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OUR PRESENTATION 

In the next few days, we had multiple keynotes and breakout sessions. Of course we made our 

presentation and put up our poster sessions. The participants found publishing ‘Our stories’ a very 

inviting act, helping students with their self-esteem and acknowledging their values and efforts.  
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OTHER ENLIGHTENING SPEECHES  BY SALLY BUTZIN & CLIO CHAN, BY JOHN 

NOVAK AND BRENDAN BROWNE, BY MICHAEL KEANY, BY JIM MAHONEY. BY 

MICHAEL FISHER, BY JONATHAN COHEN, BY RICHARD BENJAMIN 

Here by I would jot down some ideas, resources or inspirational quotes I heard during the 

conferences:  

22/10 

Authentic Engagement: www.ideapartnership.org 

− Habits of interaction( coalescing around issues, ensuring relevant participation, doing the 

work together)  

− Elements of interaction( adaptive, technical, operational)  

− Depth of interaction ( informing, networking ,collaborating, transforming)  

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

A great learning place : focus on process? Performance? Product? People? Moment? Ways? 

Innovation? Ideas? 

Effective community 

−  share same expectation,  

− enjoy care from supervisors, 

−  support from companions and  

− when mission makes me feel important 

− co workers doing quality work 

− my intention is your assumption 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust*  

 

Creating joyful classroom. Points to ponder and address:  

− Balance between Accountability and assessment 

− High stakes hyper- testing? Run sch like a business? How do you make use of data?  

− Education system unfair? Can't assess a fish with the criteria of a Monkey  

− waste instruction time? Use lessons for assessment? Teacher monitoring assessment 

instead of teaching? 

− Kids free to drop out so that the sch scores could be better? 

http://www.ideapartnership.org/
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− Stress rolls downhill 

− Inappropriate for preparing students for our past and not their future 

− Drains resources from the classrooms 

We should do something beyond the test. We should instill energy and communicate care and 

school success. Song to sing to start the lesson:  

 I care about you, you care about me 

 Whenever I'm stressed, I'll hope for the best 

 I'll respect you and you'll respect me 

 And always trustworthy we'll be 

 And do it intentionally, I with a CORT 

 *Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism * 

In Hong Kong, when examination takes a big influence on education, when students find hard to 

cope with expectations, we should think out of the box, Rekindle the passion and fire of education 

and Focus on the five Ps 

 People: morale and relationship 

 Places: sch look and display 

 Policies: whole person education - improve overall improvement 

 Program : student led  project, engage students in learning 

 Process: less concerned with the results, more inviting in the process, celebrate diversity  

Educators should sharpen pedagogy with more engagement and involvement, buildup students’ 

confidence and initiative to excel. Invite human potential and engage students in community 

service.  Instill HOPE. 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust  * 

Coaching students in academic performance are like coaching sport athletes. The key is how much 

the athletes feel cared for and how much genuine support he/ she gets. Avoid mean and disrespect 

moments, do not make students consider themselves worthless. Each day students may be doing 

the same thing, making the same performance, then how can the teachers help to make some 

improvements?  

Adopt an inviting stance and intentional mindset. Look for the good stuff and give positive 

reinforcement, challenge students for better results and do not compromise everyone in a group. 

Set individualized plan and challenges for each one. But we have to tell the kids how to get there.  
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Make the coaching session memorable- lunch experience!? However, watch out for manners, 

always talk to the kids as though their parents are there. Leaders have to be consistent and hold on 

to the principles.  

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

Words of wisdom:  

Make a difference, create a culture 

Optimism, intentionally live, love and enjoy your life 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

 

How do we go from simple to complex? From an inviting theory to educational practice? How do 

we handle Actual and ideal relationship? How do we put imaginative acts of hope into practice 

daily as we lead, manage and mentor?  

Leadership is fundamentally about people and the caring and ethical relationships they establish with 

themselves, others, values and knowledge, institutions and the larger human and other than human 

world.  

Special quality of relationships are to appreciate individuals in their uniqueness. 

We should intentionally call forth people’s potential to live educational lives 

Inviting theory of practice is to construct relationships that call for the deepened human possibilities. 

Situation 1: parents asking for change of classes? Then the leaders have to understand the purpose 

of the class streaming and why each thing is for. He/She needs to be resourceful and persistent. 

Needs patience and persistence as well. Avoid saying: it would never work here….. Say, we could be 

better and be positive. Later, proactively improve relationships with parents, with intentionality 

Situation 2: students not motivated: Everyone is internally motivated. If students know that they 

have better chance of achieving something they would be motivated. Create environments for 

students to learn, promote students’ mental health and well-being. Establish a positive wall, let 

students submit ideas during the learning process. Take the school outside- widen the social vision.  

Take a wonderful inviting approach to education, not threatening! Be inviting and sustain 

Imaginative acts of hope in a connected world.  
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23/10 

ITP Toolkit, a new guide to positive climate for learning leading and living. 

http://www.iaie.org.hk/forum.php 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

Top few things an inviting school leader can do:  

❖ Increase the blue cards( see the world as a better place) and fewer orange cards 

❖ Positive memory is less clear, but negative lasts a lot longer, so eliminate the little murders 

❖ Don’t tell student what they can’t do! “Only some people are artists....” 

❖ Teachers Hv to go and help the ones with wrong answers! 

❖ Emphasize coaching rather than evaluation, not judging, how you can get an  A... 

❖ Infuse ' not yet'- growth mindset 

❖ Eliminate class rank, tell people what the students can do and can't do. Don’t give a 

number 

❖ Eliminate homogeneous grouping, tracking 

❖ Eliminate grading, change to certifications, what does the number tell of the persons? 

❖ Open enrolment to advanced class and support them 

❖ Real world adjudication- enrol students in those programs- make them real 

❖ Treat students like people, not prison, don't ruin a kid 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

 

http://www.iaie.org.hk/forum.php
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Empathy –the uncommon core 

 

Do the activity as a discussion activity. Start with a topic and each one write down three points. 

Then go and get someone to share. Tell yours and get theirs. Take turn to report and allow 

variation which is the beauty of discussion.  
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*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

Hope Building- it’s taught, not caught 

We have to design edges 

How? Technology? How do we take the technology to help us design for edges? How do we teach 

the rest as though they are the best. What about a student survey?  

  

I have a best friend in the class. I can find lots of ways around my problem in this class. 
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*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

Hope is a strategy. Hope is not a wishful thinking. Make hope happen. 

Tomorrow is going to be better, set goals 

Get an agency, be confident of getting those things,  

Pathways, offer lines of sight 

Give efforts, if you give me efforts, I give you the world- growth mindset 

Need someone to share tour hope, so our role is to give them competency and that’s where 

confidence comes, Affirmation is powerful. 

Entitlement would kill hope 

Improve- you don’t have to prove to me but improve yourself everyday. Don’t name, blame, shame 

students.  

Collaboration- like in a surgery 

Celebrate success, flourishing relationship 

Love conquers all, live with hope and not doubt 

Be the person for someone that he/she would call you at 4am.  

Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism  

Leading by convening: Authentic engagement, relationship 

 

Changes happen with a group of people who share the same interests, engagement as strategy. 

Beginning of relationship focused on practiced change. Create your brand. 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 
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Inviting engagement: Replacement Thinking and contemporary students 

❖ digigogy.com/IAIE , Instruction + time= learning 

❖ Emotional connection to learning, brain based learning 

❖ Engagement matters, engagement breeds attention ,Attention breeds performance 

❖ Teacher's role is to connect and to make sense 

❖ Project: students given the choice and they create a mind craft movie, or a maths prezi 

❖ storybird.com- online app, New hive.com 

❖ Emotional attachment to their learning,   Green screening 

❖ Don't standardize things, Replacement thinking and contemporary actions help teachers 

teach Beyond their best 

❖ Invite a shared vision among all stakeholders, Invite collaborative culture 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

Borrowing hope, measuring hope 

❖ You can borrow hope so long as you have spare hope  

❖ A safe nurturing and inviting environment is conducive to learning. 

❖ Hope, engagement, well- being 

❖ We believe what gets measured gets improved. More that matters for student success than 

academic learning 

❖ Teachers can positively impact student affect and non- academic skills 

❖ Student feedback can help bridge the gap between teachers intent and student perception 

❖ How one perceives emotional response and connections in relation to opportunities and 

challenges 

❖ One has to understand there are multiple pathways to success 

❖ Hope=goals n agency n pathways. Hope is active, not passive 

❖ Hope is a more robust predictor of success than other tests. Hope can be learned. Hope can 

be borrowed and shared and fostered 

http://digigogy.com/IAIE
http://storybird.com/
http://hive.com/
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24/10 

School climate change. How do we prepare students for life?  

With school violence, school dropout, we have to recognize the importance of psychological 

aspects of learning and school life, the engagement and social norm. 

Given the gap between the vision and the current situation, what school wide or instructional or 

relational goals do we want to focus on now?  

Tools on readiness, comprehensive community and process? More awareness in Pro social or whole 

child education 

Is our focus responsive o reactive? Engaging youth is the single powerful thing that we can improve 

the performance Youth as co-learners and coleaders 

*Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust optimism intentionality Care respect trust * 

Artful invitation to higher learning potential 

Using the power of arts to engage students and strengthen academic achievements and character 

development (engagement, remembering, applying, deeper learning)  

e.g. students writing message for the drawing, peer and cross age teaching through drama, writing 

proverbs and idioms, figurative drawing, animated version of Chinese painting, learn through 

rubrics and giving feedback to the juniors.  
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STAGE THE CHANGE 

Theatre as a social voice- original theatrical pieces by Hauppauge High school’s Stage the 

change players ( Ruth Pincus, Director)  
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 After Hours delights-Manhattan
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A Journey to Big Apple 

A Party with Crimson maples 

Days questing for skills and wisdom 

I paused my life reassuring my passion and vision 

- Lancy Tam 

Fall 2015 


